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The Great Revlon Revelation

Carol Andreas
Meg Beegle
Patty Book
Helen Form
Amy Kell
Pam King
Judi Latimer
Linda Layton
Chris Paczkowski
Sally Lou Rassmusen
Sharon Rose
Please address all letters in
rebuthl to any of these articles directly to FOCUS.
-- The Staff

P.S. Public Safety tells
us they've just arrested a
student in possession of
four grand master core
keys - the kind that will
open any lock on campus.
Sorry we haven't got any
details as we go to press.
More later.

WANT CONTRACEPTIVES
PRIVATELY?
We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it. comes to buying contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and
we offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We
specialize in men's products (including two exclusive new European imports)—but we have nonprescription foam for women, too.
And a wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your
questions on birth control, family planning, the population problem and ecology. Want details? Write today:

5
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6520020
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

POPULATION SERVICES, INC.
105 N. Columbia St.. Dept. X2, Chapel Hill. N. C. 27514
Gentlemen: Please send me full details without ohligation:
NAME

"I shall not allure you
with dangling ornaments
Nor entice you
with painted face
Nor dazzle you with
natty garments
I shall not please you
with a veneer belying my
thoughts
No, I shall not come to you
cloaked in false beauty
only to disillusion you later
I shall come bald."
Poem by Janet Russo
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A real anguish lies behind
the painted smiles. Human
beings find themselves unable to relate honestly to
life. It took so long to
make it; a smile, a frown,
a tear could ruin it all.
Will women be able to.
liberate themselves from
stereotyped roles such as
advertising presents? Let
us hope so, for the wellbeing of all.
Some fear the loss of
these female formulas
promoted by advertising
frills, dresses, heels. The
species may not survive,
because male and female
must look respectively masculine and feminine to continue reproducing. Absurd.
If anything, this sharp separation initially contradicts
coming together finally.
Only after these false
layers are removed, is a true
understanding of female
possible. It is high time
women stopped being a product that the advertising industry can capitalize on.
Cosmetics, with their false
claims, should not be bought.
An individual promise should
be made; then women may
discover a much happier,
more realistic outlook on
life.

The American Tribal-Love Rock Musical

Greetings. Just wanted to
remind you that FOCUS is
not a newspaper and to let
you know that this issue is
written entirely by the
Women's Lib Caucus. That
means FOCUS takes responsibility for it, and WLC takes
the credit. The Women's
Lib Caucus is:

"To men, a man is but a
and high heels of Mrs. Gloreproduce the glowing lips
mind; who cares what face and the satin face without
Coat. Chasing doves into
he carries or what he wears? a pimple or a cold sore
the bedroom, gasping at
But woman's body is the
cropping up, probably
giants in the washer, and
woman."
caused by nerves trying.
getting a "ring around the
- Ambrose Bierce No matter how successful
collar" chorus everytime
one is, the night wears on,
a woman opens a dresser
What is the meaning of
and the magic all wears off. drawer is also getting borfemale? If anything, adver- Once again, the plain, harsh ing. If it isn't the dumb,
tising will form a glimmering face emerges.
but neat, housewife presenintangible image for you.
Television commercials
ted; it's the sensuous, pulFemininity has become an
have a way of keeping the
sing sex symbol promoting
obsession. This is especiafemale in the kitchen. On
everything from cigarettes
lly evidenced as one obserhands and sore knees, some to Firestone tires.
ves the appropriate trimresent the unwrinkled dress
mings becoming more and
On The Liberation Of Men
more numerous.
It would be impossible
Strong revolutionary man,
to cover every angle used
You have courted me well . .
by advertising in their sell
Counting on my reticence
in this short article. The
To give way to untempered passion
important thing to see is
When the full measure of your suffering and humanity
that human beings are not
Were revealed.
in the picture. Objects are
presented in perfect femYou have sought me out
inine form. They embitter
To feed on my loneliness
the real female, who has
To unleash my desire to believe
attempted to capture the
That love is possible even in these bitter days.
cosmetic glamor promised
and found real life not so
You have told me that the strongest bond
ideal.
Between man and woman
Women know the pleaIs fired in the heat of battle
sure of looking into the
Waged out of love for all oppressed people.
mirror, before going out,
We two shall conquer despair and alienation
and seeing something beauTo pour out our common love on all humanity.
tiful; not the usual plain,
and troubled face, but
Strong revolutionary man,
something that HE will
I sleep in the smell
surely love. It may require
Of your outlandish beliefs.
walking very stifly to keep
every hair in place: and
You need my comfort and humor and passion
keeping yawns repressed
And limitless enthusiasm.
so as not to endanger that
You detest my anger and my tears.
perfect eye line just traced;
You admit my wisdom,
and even if a bird flies in
But you will not act on it
your eye - be careful - a
Out of fear and shame to be led by a woman.
hasty tear or rub may cause
disaster. A beautiful obYou hide yourself.
ject is reflected in the glass.
You flee from me
Part Cover Girl, part MayWhen I insist on candor between us.
belline, part Revlon, wellknown brands; but the best
Your life is your own to preserve for posterity.
is lost - you!
Mine is an open thing
Some females may be
To be used up day by day.
free enough to reject the
claims, but the image
Strong revolutionary man,
lingers. If only one could
You speak glibly of the liberation of women . .
Yours to dispense with thoughtful care.
You are terrified to learn
That you have less to give of liberation
Than a moaning child who knows its hunger
And who can accept the strength of another without
losing its own.
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The Real Vital Statistics

For those under the
illusion that the university
is apart from the "outside
world," some facts about
Oakland's discrimination
against women will clarify
its position as a sexist institution. Out of a total
The aim of the Women's
faculty of 301 members,
Teach-In is primarily educaonly 49 or 16% are women.
tional to provide a wide
Of the 16%,22% are employspectrum of information
ed part time versus the male
and opinions about all
7%. This is a convenient
aspects of the condition
employment practice which
of women in society. It
helps keep the number of
will be held in the Oakland
tenured women faculty at
Center Friday and Satura low 10% compared to the
day, November 13 and 14.
39% men faculty tenured.
The schedule is as follows:
To assure the male domination in the sciences and
Friday, November 13th:
prohibit identification for
women students with
women professors, there
1:00 Gold Room
no women faculty in the
are
Gloria Steinem and
of biology, chemismajors
Florynce Kennedy
political science,
math,
try,
70's
"Sex Roles in the
and engineering. The highest number of women in
Saturday, November 14th:
any department is 50% the classics, with modern
10 to 12:00 Gold Room
42% and English
languages
Main Meeting
34%. It is not uncommon
for husband-wife teams to
Introduction
be recruited; if the husband
the appointment,
refuses
Guerilla Theater
the woman's chance is lessened appreciably.
Group discussion of
In all the professions
women in society - led by
are the last to be
women
FloryDr. Carol Andreas and
four years of
After
hired.
nce Kennedy.
college, one-fifth of the
working women are in non12 to 1:00 Lunch
professional jobs: clerical,
sales, etc. The bulk of mar1 to 3:00 Workshops
ginal campus groups such
as domestics and clerical
3 to 5:00 Workshops
employees are women.
However, the university
These workshops include
at Oakland is NOT
here
topics such as An Alternaan equal pay for
enforcing
tive Society: Communal
standard for
work
equal
Living; Men's Liberation;
working the
women
those
Radical Lesbians(women
man.
the
as
job
same
only); Child Care; Women
employment
the
if
As
Workers; Abortion and Birth
scene wasn't bad enough
Control; Revolutionary Wowomen, most univerfor
Socialmen: Sisters Rising;
curriculum does not
sity
and
Lib;
Women's
ism and
to introduce
attempt
the
of
Aspects
Legalistic
conrses relevant for women
Oppression of Women.

in terms of equality. The
curriculum deliberately
functions to channel women
into subordinate or inequitable roles. Freudian psychology taught in an unrevised
state and sociology both
usually describe the existing
institutions of male and female structure reinforcing
or justifying assumptions
that oppress women. Courses
pertaining to social inequality omit sex, maintaining
bias against women. Literature is another immense area
used as a means to extend
sexual stereotypes. The fact
that women were allowed
into colleges at the turn of
the century primarily because there was a need for
public school teachers is also
the reason why colleges for
women were founded at
all. Everyone has heard that
teaching is a good thing for
women to do because it's
good security, something to
fall back on. The needs of
children for both men and
women in teaching capacities and the potential of
women not being utilized in
other areas never occurs to
the educators. Next time
you're in the classroom, listen to the jokes about
women the professor makes;
pay attention to the innuendoes slanted toward the inferiority of women; or hear
the remarks about housewives, who are the only
group in this country doing
work and not getting paid
for it, although other work
in this country = value = a
price on it. I have listened
to all of these and the sexism IS there in hundreds
of examples. Women: It
is up to you to challenge
these wherever they occur
or else with your myriad of
degrees, the employer will
still be asking you if you
can type.
In other jobs women are

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR...
BE A CREDIT UNION SAVER
IT PAYS TO SAVI. BORROW. INSURI AT YOUR

M.S.U. EMPLOYEES

also the first to be fired or
let go because of discriminatory practices. Only
women have to answer personal questions about their
plans for marriage or children; not so for men. And
although two-fifths of
women are workers, the
unemployment rate is considerably higher; 4.8% to
men's 2.9%. For full-time
year round work, her median income is twice below
the man's. Less than 1% of
women earn $10,000 or
more while twenty times
that number of men do.
Black women fare the
worst of all - with proportionately more black
women working as sole support to their families, their
yearly income is far below
white women. With women
composing half the population and over a third of the
labor force, and blacks onetenth of the population and
labor force (black women
workers, 45% to the black
men's 34%), they still earn
less than black men.
According to the National
Policy Commission, the

most hardhit and numerous
victims of poverty are families headed by women.
When child-care facilities
are not available in nearby
areas at a fee according to
income or subsidized by
the state, supporting a
family is a miserable task
for a woman. When the
government used women as
part-time or scab labor in
times of need, it made childcare facilities available. During W.W. II, the government
did provide day and night
long centers on the widespread basis. But after the
war, when women were no
longer needed to work the
factories, most of the centers
closed. Ignoring the fact
that today in nearly onehalf million families with
children under six, women
are sole supporters, that
8% of the children receive
no care at all, and with 13%
to 22% of children getting
some care away from home,
the government must begin
to provide centers or admit
that the care children receive is of no consequence
to them.
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Who's a Bra Burner?!
This article is to explain
the character and organization of Women's Liberation
in reality and not as told to
you by some chauvinist pig
or unconscious sister. If all
you have done is burn your
bra - you've got a long way
to go, baby!
Women's Liberation has
been and will always be
dealing with women on
many different levels. Every
woman is at a different level

of consciousness in recognizing her oppression, its subtly and magnitude. She
must be attracted to the
movement on that level.
That every woman is an individual with her own talents and abilities in something we understand thoroughly. But we are sisters
and have been united
through the fact of common oppression as women no matter what economic

NEW SHOE REPAIR
bulk leather-jackets.
boots•belts•moccasins

background, educational
level color, religion or
ability.
There are many Women's
Liberation Organizations.
N.O.W. The Feminists, The
Radical Feminists, Radical
Lesbians, WITCH,SCUM,
Bread and Roses, many
groups that merely call
themselves Women's Liberation and hundreds of
today's women leaders
that have encouraged and
participated in spirit with
the whole movement.
Women do not organize
these groups with bureaucrats and heirarchy. Women's liberation is the art
of collectivism and unanimity within a group of
people.
One cannot say how
many women's liberationists there are - only that
there are hundreds, even
thousands of small groups
scattered all over this country and other countries.
They differ as to method
and consciousness - but
all recognize that women
are commonly oppressed
and must commonly off
the oppressor.
Every woman has the
potential of seeing her
oppression and offing it
when she recognizes that
the divisions the oppressor
has thrown up before her
eyes are illusions.

Red Knapp's
DAIRY BAR
Sa.m. to 10p.m.
Sunday- 12 tO 10p.m.
304 Main Street, Rochester

"A woman's place is in the home/Housewives
are such dull people/Woman's talk is all chatter/
Intelligent women are emasculating/If you're so
smart, why aren't you married?/If you want to
make decisions in this family, go out and earn
a paycheck yourself/Can you type?!Working
women are unfeminine/A smart woman never
shows her brains/It is a woman's duty to make
herself attractive/All women think about are
clothes/Women are always playing hard to get/
No man likes an easy woman/Women should
be struck regularly, like gongs/Women like to
be raped/Women are always crying about
something/Women don't understand the value
of a dollar/Women executives are castrating
bitches/Don't worry your pretty little head
about it/Dumb broad/It is glorious to be the
mother of all mankind/A woman's work is
never done/All you do is cook and clean and
sit around all day/Women are only interested
in trapping some man/A woman who can't
hold a man isn't much of a woman/Women
hate to be with other women/Women are
always off chattering with each other/Some
of my best friends are women ..."
Sisterhood is Powerful,Robin Morgan
•1=111411•1••••••••■•

PREDESTINATION
Oooh, Aaaah! What do
we have here? A fine baby
boy! Oh, how lucky! He
looks just like his father.
He will make you both
proud and he'll carry on
the family name.
I wonder what he will
be? We'll have to start
saving for his education
right away. I want him
to go to the finest schools.
We may have to do some
sacrificing, but he should
have all the chances I did
not have. I guess the most
important thing is that we
help him to be happy - that
he does what he really
wants to do.
Ooohh! What a beautiful
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The sign of the grestest oppression is the extent to
which the oppressed love
their oppressor.
Man - no matter how much
she tells you she loves her
role - do you believe it?
What sane person loves
being considered less than
another?
Man - you know you don't
consider women or anything they do as important
as what YOU are or do.
Man - would you change
places with a "typical female?"
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baby girl. She is so cute she looks just like her mother. She'll make some man a
wonderful wife!
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'MIDNIGHT COWBOY'
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Man - when you see a women
who is trying to break out of
the mold - what do you feel?
Are you angry? Why? Do
you admire her? Why? Do
you fear her? Why?
Woman - are you thoroughly pleased with your role as
ego-builder, servant and a
second-class citizen sex object?
Woman - do you fully appreciate the potential of your
own sex? Or are men the
only ones who can do anything "important?"
Woman - would you change
places with a "typical male?"

COt OR

8 BARS WESTERN SUPPLY

ALGER

I

CAMELOT IKINGSWOOD

E. Warren-Outer Drive W. Warren at Miller Rd

315-17 MAIN STREET
ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN
48063
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A CANNON RELEASE

TU.6-0444

581-5040

Quo Vadis Penthouse

Woodward at Sq.
Lake Rd 338-7111

Universal City

Warren arid Wayne Rds.281-8900 12 Mile and Dequindre 751-7551

Woman - when you see a
women who is trying to
break out of the mold what do you feel? Are you
angry? Why? Do you admire her? Why? Do you
fear her? Why?
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to the world. - Her glory is
the esteem of her husband;
her pleasure the happiness
of her family."
- Rousseau
"Men are women's plaything; woman is the devil's."
- Victor Hugo
"The brain women never
interest us like the beast
women; white roses please
less than red."
- Oliver Wendell
Holmes

FAMOUS FUCKERS
"To feel, to love, to suffer, to devote herself will
always be the text of the
life of a woman." - Balzac
"All the reasonings of
men are not worth one sentiment of woman." - Voltaire

"Being a woman is a terribly difficult task, since it
consists principally in dealing with men."
- Joseph Conrad

"Women,in general,
want to be loved for what
they are, and men for what
they accomplish. The first
for their looks and charm,
the latter for their actions."
- Theodor Reik

- Jobyna Ralston

"A women too often
reasons from her heart;
hence, two-thirds of her
mistakes and her troubles."
- Bulwer

"I know more about
women's lib than you do."
- Craig Reiss, studUniversity
Oakland
ent,

IT.'S NEVER TOO EARLY . .

HOLIDAY

NOT-SO-FAMOUS

OPEN

HOUSE

NOV. 1 9-28

FUCKERS
"My secretary is a lovable
slave."
Morris Ernst, attorney, on the 50th anniversary

"The dignity of woman
consists in being unknown

. .NO CHARGE FOR DISTINCTIVE
CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPING

OPIEN

"A woman's lot is made
for her by the love she
accepts." - George Eliot
"A man in general is
better pleased when he has
a good dinner than when his
wife talks Greek."
- Samuel Johnson
"Most women have no
characters at all."
- Alexander Pope

"One must have loved a
woman of genius to comprehend the happiness of loving
a fool."
- Talleyrand

"Life is adjusted to the
wants of the stronger sex.
There are plenty of torrents
to be crossed in its journey;
but their stepping-stones
are measured by the strides
of men, and not women."
- Oliver Wendell
Holmes

more power by their tears,
than we have by our arguments."
- Saville

"There are a few things
that never go out of style,
and a feminine woman is
one of them."

of his having hired Paula
Gross, secretary.

•RGETOWN
LAUNDRY AND ORYCLEANING

"I never knew a tolerable
woman to be fond of her
own sex."
- Jonathan Swift
"Woman as a person enjoys a dignity equal with
men, but she was given different tasks by God and
Nature, which perfect and
complete the work entrusted to men."
- Pope John XXIII
"It would be preposterously naive to suggest that
a B.A. can be made as attractive to girls as a marriage
license."
- Dr. Grayson Kirk
(Former Pres., Columbia U.)
"Men, at most, differ as
heaven and earth; but women
worst and best, as heaven
and hell."
- Tennyson
"Women have more
strength in their looks, than
we have in our laws; and

CoIN-oPigAroz.
SELF • SERVICE

G
DRY CLEANIN
PRESSING
1 HR. CLEANING •

and Special Perma.Press

Use our brand-new
fully automatic
2-Speed, 4-Temp. Permo-Press

WASHERS

DRYERS
While you do your drycleaning,
you can do a week's laundry at
the same time! The newest Norge
Automatic Washers and Dryers
give you a beautifully white,
bright wash of every washable...
and fast, gentle drying of every
fabric. And it's all so economical!

OPEN 7 DAYS
8 A.M.-10 P.M.
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OPEN LETTER
Women in the Movement:
So, you've finally made it
to the university - a place
where you'll be appreciated
for your true worth. You
will be treated as an equal ..
people will listen to you,
accept your criticisms and
you will work with them,
not for them. One of the
first things you're confronted with at this wonderful
institution of learning is
the movement. What movement? Any movement lower grill prices, black de-

mands, anti-racism, peace
groups, educational reform,
students against terrorism,
student power ... the list
grows longer each day.
Wow - an opportunity to become active in your favorite cause and work with
really cool people.
The guys in these groups
are out-of-sight. Some have
long hair, beards, and bells.
They're out of the materialism hang-up of their parents,
they're against the capital- .
istic rip-offs, they're free,
and they don't make any
security demands on you.
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At last you can be as uninhibited and free as in
your wildest dreams. You
become one of those people
your parents warned you
about. You spend hours listening to one of the guys
rap about repression, oppression, the cold war, the crisis
in the mid-East, Biafra, the
price of tea in China -- whatever he's interested in. This
is inbred into your behavior:
to listen, agree, interject, be
attentive, but most of all,
make him feel important.
You've met the leader of
the revolution, and he is
yours.
If he's the typical leader
(male egotist) a barrage of
questions is fired at you.
Are you on the pill? Can
you type? How many
hours can you spend leafleting? Do you have a place
where he can crash; Comments such as "It might go
over better if we had a goodlooking chick presenting
that rap," or "I know more
about women's lib than you
do" seep into meetings.
Do men really need
women in their movements?
They call for women when
they are horny, need a leaflet typed, need some material researched, or need some
shit-work done. If you saw
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"Getting Straight," you
realized what part women
play in the movement.
Jerry Rubin summed it up
pretty well in DO IT, by
saying that it was time to
split from a demonstration
when all the free dope and
free sex and cute chicks
were gone.
Here are what some of
the youth-cult movement
leaders have said about
women:
Stokley Carmichael, 1966:
"The only position for
women in SNCC is prone."
Abbie Hoffman:
"The only alliance I
would make with the Women's Liberation Movement
is in bed."
Eldridge Cleaver, 1968:
"Women? I guess they
ought to exercise Pussy
Power."
Benjamin Spock
"Women are usually more
patient in working at unexciting, repetitive tasks ...
women on the average have
more passivity in the inborn
core of their personality ...
I believe women are design-

ed in their deeper instincts
to get more pleasure out of
life - not only sexually, but
socially, occupationally,
maternally - when they are
not aggressive. To put it
another way, I think that
when women are encouraged
to be competitive, too many
of them become disagreeable."
So, where do you go from
here if you're in the movement - and you happen to be
a woman? If you are working with a group, make sure
your position, and your
sisters', is not an oppressed
one. If you have leadership
ability, take a leadership
role. Voice your opinion,
spread the shit-work around
to everyone, make sure
they know you and your
sisters exist as people, not
as objects. Call attention
to chauvinist remarks and
actions, work with other
women in the group, form
consciousness-raising sessions, get YOUR head together.

child care et alia
Last April, three demands
were stated to the administration on this campus concerning women students,
faculty and staff. These
three included: 1) that a
full-time gynecologist, working at the Health Center, be
made available to all Oakland women at a minimal .
cost for at least 3 half-day
sessions per week; 2) that a
free or low-cost child-care
center be established for
the ease of all women on
campus who have children;
and 3) equal pay for equal
work regardless of sex.
Six months have passed,
yet a relatively small
amount of progress has
been made.
Oakland women do have
the services of a gynecologist: it is not because the
administration met this demand, but it was because of
an action that the Women's
Lib caucus took against the
Health Center. By having
twenty women go in at
once to see the gynecologist and having all of our
names on the sign-in sheet

blocking many people who
wanted to see the doctor,
we were able to talk to
Dr. Bingham, who is the
head of the Health Center.
Our discussion was very productive as we have earned
two days for women to see
the gynecologist with no
necessary referrals from
other doctors in the Health
Center, and that pills are
being dispensed. One victory for us.
Because the Continum
Center closed down over
the summer, a new childcare center on campus
was established which
is located on Adams Rd.
north of Butler. Since
the current day-care
center is located on campus
and belongs to the university, no rent is paid as was
in the case of the ContinREBECCA BUNNER '
REGISTERED
ELECTROLOGIST
INBD BUILDING
DOWNTOWN ROCIIESTER.
651-1539
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University Film Series
presents

ar

heir stylist to men
Wednesday, November 11

50 cents
and

7 and 9 p.m.

201 Dodge Hall
•whittier hotel•
• boulevard west building

BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID
November 13, 14, and 15 '75 cents 8 p.m. 201 Dodge Hall
(additional 10 p.m. show Friday night)

• gateway center •
appointments / 652-O44
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urn Center. Also, President
O'Dowd dipped into his
discretionary fund to furnish the new center with
tables, chairs, and supplies.
Therefore, the fee that the
women pay for using the
center goes only to pay for
the two professional women's salaries. Yet, with up
to 30 children who are in
the center daily, the university has the audacity to
charge 63 cents an hour

per child (most children
stay much longer than
one hour) and since the
center is open eight hours
a day for five days a week,
it is quite clear that the
university pockets the
great amount of money
that is left over after pay
day. So, while the administration profits, many
women suffer because they
can't afford to pay the
price for child-care and are

THREE REALIZATIONS
No. 1
Funny, that after twenty years I should be so ignorant about love', having so much difficulty distinguishing it from all other commodities, that are bought,
sold, bribed, or stolen. And funny that I didn't laugh
disbelievingly at all the candy appled, America the
Beautiful, equality for all Bullshit. It's funny that
I didn't respond by lashing out at my sisters - scorning,
scowling, mocking them that I might win some respect
as a human. Funnier still is the feeling of being born
again - realizing the beauty of being a woman, the
absurdity of being a slave. And funny, how funny
the whole game is. . .
No. 2
Pulsing . . . urging, gently but insistently, always
Woman. The life force .. . desire, need, promises
of warmth, giving. Warm ovens of orgasms, tender
hugs, passionate embracings. So much love, so much
life. So much me they'll never take. My secret is
born and will die with me. No more conditioning,
no more lies. No more looking at me through
others' eyes.
No. 3
T.V. blaring the late show - some Doris Day, Rock
Hudson flick. Young girl pondering over `!True Confessions," surrounded by nail polish, hair rollers, acne
medicine, hair remover, bra, girdle. Picks up gun fires. . . and dreams about love.

- TEPP'S
RED S
MARATHON
Road Service - Towing
20 years experience
Electrical and mechanical
Tune-ups and brakes

therefore unable to come to
school. University women
must ally with one another
to fight this exploitation on
the part of the university.
Last year, women workers,(maids) who worked in
the dorms were told by the
university that they could
not receive the same pay
as the men (whose classification is janitor) although
they do practically the
same work, because they
didn't have the strength to
move the buffers and were
therefore not worth as much.
This year, personnel hypocritically hired three womenL
students to run the buffers.
Since these three women
have now proven that they
do in fact have the strength
it seems as though these
statements about women's
lack of strength is untrue.
There is no reason for this
double standard to operate,
and since it does, it is just
another example of how
this university profits off of
women.
It seems quite evident
to one that the only way for
us to obtain equal rights in
this university is to fight for
them, the way that we did
for the gynecologist in the
Health Center. Sisterhood
is powerful, and we intend
to make it so at Oakland
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2100 University
Corner of University & Opdyke
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THE
MAIL
BOX
SUPER DISCOUNT SOUNDS
owest overall prices anywhere on 8-track
tapes, cassettes, & provocative & groovy
posters at super—low discount prices. Speediest delivery & completely guaranteed. Send
for our current catalog of selections & Vieir
low prices. We have a complete line of rock,
pop, blues, soul, country-western, folk, jazz,
classical, gospel & soundtrack. For free catalog mail your request to:

L

The Mail Box. P.O. Box 2417
San Francisco. ad. 94126
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CLA SEEDED
Expert typing done in my
home. Reasonable rates.
Editing if desired. Pickup
and delivery available. Call
752-3055, collect.

TERM PAPERS. English
major will write and type
term papers, and others.
Call 585-5447.

LOST: one turquise ring;
Large furnished paneled
room for rent: hot plate,
lost in commuter lot in
private entrance and exit;
front of Wilson Hall; has
ten minute walk to campus.
much sentimental value;
$60 a month. Call 651-7412. small reward. Call FOCUS
office at ext. 2117.
Typist on IBM. Quality
work done in my home.
Call 548-5948. Francis
Williams.
3

Spacious, plain old house
for rent: four bedrooms, two
full baths, half acre of land.
Located in downtown Rochester. $235 a month. Will
rent to mature students.
Call 651-7412 or ext. 3519.

Typist with 15 years of
experience will type term
papers, theses, statistical
material. Some pickup and
delivery. Call 547-0532.

ABORTION is legal in N.Y.
For referal to acredited hospitals call 212-633-9825,
6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
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ADVERTISEMENT

What should I serve when the boys drop over?
2• 0.
A. The perfect beverage for moments of celebration
and good fellowship like this is Pabst Blue Ribbon
beer. Its good old-time flavor helps break the ice
and get the party rolling.

1.
0. What's the oldest
brewery in Milwaukee?
....
A. Last year Pabst Brewing Cornpany, the oldest in Milwaukee. celebrated 126 years of brewing great beer. And that's older
than your father's, father's, father's, father's moustache. Which
brings us to our point: if you believe that practice makes perfect, then you can't find a more perfect beer than a Pabst.

Everything You've Always
Wanted to Know About Beer
...But Were Afraid to Ask

Who are these guys?
3.0.
A. This is a group photo of our bowling

team. It was taken in 1893, the year
Pabst won the Blue Ribbon as America's best beer. We still brew our beer
the old-time premium way.Our bowling
team hasn't changed much either.

6.
0. What'll you have?
A. Pabst Blue Ribbon,because
it has something no other
beer has . . good old-time
flavor. And if perchance we
have not covered everything you've always wanted
to know about beer but
were afraid to ask . . quell
those fears. You'll find the
answers to all your questions inside an ice-cold
•
•••
• 1
bottle or can
of Pabst On
second
thought,
why not buy
a 6-pack?
It's our
"refresher"
course.

What are these horses trying to pull?
4. 0.
A. They're pulling one day's production of Pabst beer. This often caused
traffic jams outside the brewery. These tieups were the results of efforts
to supply the increasing demand for Pabst. A demand that has remained
unquenched to the present day.

.:41....014G1104141.41A.N..4
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5.
0. How is Pabst
brewed?
A. 1. Choice hops
are gathered and
placed here. 86.
Then we mix in
only the best
grains. 22. Then
the beer is allowed to brew slowly and naturally. 64. Look closely.
This is a secret process that gives Pabst its good old-time flavor.

Paha
Blue Ribbon
\

*Ern

tom.
PABST BREWING COMPANY • Milwaukee WI, PPM, Heights. III

Newark N JC

Pabst 1,,•

